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In some portions of the Tanach, God gives us a glimpse into his 

nature. On Chapter 48 of the book of Isaiah he teaches the nation of

Israel a lesson on how limited their thinking is, compared to his.

In this chapter we see God's perspective compared to that of mortal

man. The people of Israel, not being able to comprehend or 

understand the nature of God, were making and worshipping idols 

that they could see and touch. In Isaiah 48:3, God gives them an 

insight into how he shapes events:

“I have declared the former things from the beginning, and they 

went forth out of my mouth. And I shewed them; I did them 

suddenly, and they came to pass.”

Let's go to the Hebrew to get the full meaning of this verse.

The Hebrew word translated with the phrase “the former things” is

harishonot (twnvarh, hah-rih-shoh-NOHT). This word can mean first 

things, former things, or chief or most important things. The time 

word translated as “from the beginning”, the Hebrew word meaz  

(zam, may-AHZ), is used in the passage, which can also mean from 

time past. Having two words referring to past time so close together

in the passage appears to be redundant, so the best translation of

harishonot seems to be “most important things.” This makes the 

meaning clearer, being that God has declared the most important 

things from a time perhaps long before they happened, so that they

would be attributed to him.

Next the phrase translated as “I shewed them” is the Hebrew word 

ashmiem  (m[ymva, ahsh-mee-AYM), the root being shama ([mvz, 



shah-MAH), which means listen or hear. This verb is in the causative 

form, so that “caused to hear” or “announced” is probably a better 

translation here.

Finally the phrase “they came to pass” is from the Hebrew word 

tavona  (hnabt, tah-VOH-nah), from the root bo (awb, BOH), meaning

to enter or come in, so that a better translation might be “they 

appeared”, which enhances “suddenly”, used just prior to this.

So the following translation of the passage may be better:

“I have declared the most important things from time past, and they

went forth out of my mouth, then I announced them. I did them 

suddenly, and they appeared.”

The glimpse that God gives us into his method here, is that he 

planned the events, and set them into motion through his speech. 

He revealed them through his prophets, and then sometime in the 

future, the distant future, they happened suddenly. This was so that

this people, who were engaging in idolatrous worship, could not 

attribute these events to their idols. This was God's valiant attempt 

to bring freedom to his people, a people that were locked into the 

worship of material gods. It was clearly due to his intense love of 

this people that he made the effort, and some of them undoubtedly

did heed his words, including Kings Hezekiah and Josiah.

Does the above passage have relevance to us? Do we not also need 

to break free from our own material gods? Is this not why we need 

a savior, that God also planned for us long ago for in his son Jesus, 

our Yeshua. This is left for you the reader to consider. May you have 

a safe and blessed month, full of God's love.


